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August/September 2019
Anderson Academic Commons

**Title/Author**                                                                 | **Call Number**          |
---                                                                                   |                          |
*The sound of things to come : an audible history of the science fiction film* / Trace Reddell. | PN1995.9.S26 R435 2018   |
*Harvester of hearts : motherhood under the sign of Frankenstein* / Rachel Feder.       | PR3598. F43 2018          |
*Nightingalelessness / Graham Foust*                                                  | PS3606.0845 N54 2018     |
*Poetics and praxis ‘after’ objectivism* / edited by W. Scott Howard and Broc Rossell. | PS323.5 .P573 2018       |
*A history of America in 100 maps / Susan Schulten.*                                  | E179.5 .S36 2018          |
*Fatevi portatori di storie : Alessandro Perissinotto fra giallo e romanzo sociale / Angelo Castagnino.* | PQ4876.E68925 Z65 2018   |
*Katherine Philips : form, reception, and literary contexts* / edited by Marie-Louise Coolahan and Gillian Wright. | PR3619.P4 Z43 2018       |
*History and approaches to heritage studies* / edited by Phyllis Mauch Messenger and Susan J. Bender ; foreword by Paul A. Shackel.* | CC135 .H57 2019          |
*This bridge we call communication : Anzaldúa approaches to theory, method, and praxis* / edited by Robert Gutierrez-Perez and Leandra Hinojosa Hernández. | E184.M5 T485 2019        |
*Badland dynamics in the context of global change* / edited by Estela Nadal-Romero, Juan F. Martínez-Murillo, Nikolaus J. Kuhn.* | GB611 .B34 2018          |
*Reproductive geographies : bodies, places and politics* / edited by Marcia R. England, Maria Fannin, Helen Hazen.* | QP251 .R4445 2019        |
*Pushing the margins : women of color and intersectionality in LIS* / Rose L. Chou and Annie Pho, editors.* | Z682.4.M56 P87 2018      |
*War, women, and power : from violence to mobilization in Rwanda and Bosnia-Herzegovina* / Marie E. Berry.* | JZ6405.W66 B47 2018      |
*Proxy wars : suppressing violence through local agents* / edited by Eli Berman and David A. Lake.* | JZ6385 .P76 2019         |
*Reference librarianship and justice* / edited by Kate Adler, Ian Beilin, and Eamon Tewell.* | Z711 .R4445 2018         |
*Successful campus outreach for academic libraries : building community through collaboration* / edited by Peggy Keenan, Carrie L. Forbes.* | ZA4460 .B45 2018         |
*Organization design : creating strategic & agile organizations* / Donald L. Anderson, University of Denver.* | Z765.5.S53425 2018       |
*Peak plastic : the rise or fall of our synthetic world / Jack Buffington.* | BFS31.N83 1994           |
*Sexual assault risk reduction and resistance: theory, research, and practice* / Lindsay M. Orchowski, Christine Gidycz.* | TD798.B84 2019           |

Digital Selections


*Air transport : a tourism perspective* / Anne Graham, Frederic Dobruszkes.*

*Multi-tiered systems of support for young children : driving change in early education* / edited by Judith Carta and Robin Miller Young.*

*Prevent-teach-reinforce : the school-based model of individualized positive behavior support* / by Glen Dunlap, [and five others].


*What Every Therapist Needs to Know.*